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Fanny Hill, one of the most popular novels of the 18th century, traces 
the rise of its heroine from prostitution to middle-class respectability. 
Condemned in its own time on grounds of indecency, the book was 
the subject of several lawsuits until as recently as the 1960s. For today’s 
reader, the work holds as much fascination as when it was first published, 
not only as the foremost example of English erotic fiction, but as a literary 
classic in its own right.

1  1-1  Fanny Hill 12:23
2  1-2  Left thus alone, absolutely destitute… 12:06
3  1-3  At table, the conversation was chiefly kept up… 9:08
4  1-4  Here she took my hand… 10:33
5  1-5  This then was the master… 11:59
6  1-6  After some pause, he asked me… 10:57
7  2-1  One day, about twelve at noon… 10:08
8  2-2  Phoebe could not hear it to the end… 10:12
9  2-3  Phoebe, at this, gave me a gentle jog… 11:33
10  2-4  Figure to yourself, Madam, fair stripling… 11:56
11  2-5  I wished, I doated, I could have died for him… 13:13
12  2-6  How often, when the rage… 12:19
13  3-1  In our calmer intervals Charles… 11:48
14  3-2  At the word lady, I blushed… 11:35
15  3-3  The maid readily came… 12:36
16  3-4  To all his speeches, however… 10:53
17  3-5  Accordingly he went out and left me… 9:39
18  3-6  I was now established the kept mistress in form… 9:30
19  4-1  Had I considered this escapade of Mr H… 11:19
20  4-2  He is now upon me… 12:05
21  4-3  I was now so bruised, so battered… 12:39
22  4-4  When we had sufficiently graduated… 12:03
23  4-5  The misfortune I had now brought upon him… 12:21
24  5-1  Letter the Second 11:06
25  5-2  After having consumed the morning… 10:59
26  5-3  ‘Before either of us undressed, however…’ 11:11

27  5-4  ‘I cannot say but that part chiefly…’ 11:48
28  5-5  Louisa, the brunette whom I mentioned at first… 10:56
29  5-6  ‘He is now lain down by me…’ 7:45
30  5-7  In the midst of all the frolic and wantonness… 6:16
31  6-1  As soon as he was dismounted… 10:13
32  6-2  And now, Emily’s partner… 11:12
33  6-3  I was now handed by him to the cockpit… 10:01
34  6-4  As it was an inviolable law… 11:21
35  6-5  As soon then as I came to Mrs Cole’s... 10:59
36  6-6  Everything then being disposed… 9:56
37  6-7  Tired, however, at length… 9:36
38  7-1  I was now restored again to my former state… 11:15
39  7-2  His sister, Lady L…. 11:26
40  7-3  I led him then to the bench… 11:37
41  7-4  As soon as my clothes were huddled… 10:46
42  7-5  Louisa and she went one night to a ball… 12:08
43  7-6  As he thus stood in a side view to me… 9:14
44  7-7  A want of complaisance was never… 7:22
45  8-1  Nor did he: for Louisa… 10:22
46  8-2  Emily, who never refused anything… 11:41
47  8-3  At the same time, allow me to place you here… 10:58
48  8-4  From him it was I first learned… 11:40
49  8-5  All these interjections breaking from me… 12:10
50  8-6  I have, I believe, somewhere before… 8:41
51  8-7  But still there was no end… 8:07
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THE BOOK
‘I beg of your Grace to give proper orders to stop the progress 
of this vile Book which is an open insult upon Religion and good 
manners…’ Thomas Sherlock, Bishop of London (1750)

Sherlock’s condemnation, fierce as it was, was in reference not 
to the original version of Cleland’s erotic masterpiece, but an 
edition expurgated by the author himself (entitled Memoirs of 
Fanny Hill) and published in March 1750. The novel itself, in its 
fuller and original version, had appeared in two parts, the first in 
November 1748 and the second in March 1749, both published 
by Ralph Griffiths, and each selling for three shillings. There is 
evidence that the book, at least in manuscript form, was read at 
a meeting of the ‘Order of the Beggar’s Benison and Merryland’ 
in 1737. However, both parts of the novel were published 
during Cleland’s incarceration for debt in Fleet Prison, having 
first been revised by their author. It was some six months after 
the publication of the second part that Cleland was arrested 
for issuing an obscene publication, but shortly released. After 
publication of the bowdlerised version he was again arrested, 
but no charges seem to have been made against him.
 The book became one of the most popular of the 18th 
century with several editions, often with illustrations, appearing 
on the market. However, for 200 years the book was treated 
purely as pornography and this resulted in its literary worth 
being ignored. It was only after the legal action in America 
and Europe in the early 1960s, coupled, no doubt, with the 
changing mood of those times to matters sexual, that the work 
began to be reappraised.
 Fanny Hill contains echoes of several other novels of the 
mid-18th century, most obviously Daniel Defoe’s Moll Flanders, 
although the latter work is deliberately less explicit, being 
‘wrapped up so clean’. There are many influences also from 
French libertine literature. Indeed, translations of erotica from 
the continent were readily available in England at this time, 
and Cleland’s moral outlook – the open enjoyment of sexual 
pleasure – would seem to be more attuned to the French than 
to the English literary approach.

THE AUTHOR
John Cleland was born in 1710, the son of Major William 
Cleland, Commissioner of Taxes. He was educated at Westmister 
and joined the East India Company in Bombay in 1728 where 
he remained until 1740, having achieved some success in 
business. He returned to London in 1741 when his father died. 
A dispute with his mother did nothing to alleviate ongoing 
financial difficulties and he became a journalist interspersed 
with periods within a debtor’s prison. After the publication of 
Fanny Hill, for which he was paid £20, Cleland attempted to 
repeat its commercial success with the publication in 1751 of 
Memoirs of a Coxcomb which lacked the eroticism of Fanny 
Hill and, as a result, sold only a few copies. His later attempts 
at erotic fiction also fell into oblivion and he spent the rest of 
his days translating and writing poetry, plays and, eventually, 
scientific treatises. In 1779 Boswell described him as a lonely 
figure living in shabby chaos ‘drinking tea and eating biscuits… 
There was something genteel in his manner amidst this oddity.’ 
It was in such obscurity and poverty that Cleland died in 1789.
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